
We can save you energy  

and money—often without 

the need for capital expenditure! 

Local government is faced with the challenge of 
providing a diverse range of services to a growing 
population. Often staff are pressed for time and 
resources, and so opportunities for savings are 
missed. 
 
JCM Solutions has helped a number of local 
governments to save large amounts of energy (and 
money) across the entirety of their operations. 

JCM HAS SPECIFIC EXPERTISE IN  
 Pumping stations 
 Water and wastewater 

treatment 
 Administration buildings 
 Libraries and other public 

buildings 
 Aquatic Centres 
 
JCM’s extensive experience in 
providing energy audits to a wide 
range of industries makes us ideally 
suited to assisting local 
government. 
 
We can often help you save money 
and energy by using existing 
equipment more efficiently, rather 
than by having to make large capital 
outlays. We know adding to capital 
expenditure budgets can be difficult 
for councils.  
 
By using this strategy in many 
audits in local government we have 
delivered major savings for all our 
clients. 

WHAT WE OFFER 
 
 
 
We can tailor a package 
that suits your situation 
and expectations.   
 
Depending on your 
needs and budget, we 
can engage with you for 
projects ranging from a 
week to several months. 
 
We are confident that we 
can help you to save 
energy and money. 
Contact us to discuss 
your needs.  

 
On average, our local government 
clients have achieved: 
 21% savings on power bills  
 14% reduction in site electricity 

use 
 21% less gas usage 
 
WHY JCM SOLUTIONS IS THE RIGHT CHOICE: 
 We understand how local 

government works and what 
your concerns and priorities are 

 We use our expertise and real-
world experience to suggest 
tailored no-cost and low-cost 
energy-saving opportunities 

 We understand the time and 
cost pressures you work under, 
so we aim to help you to make 
informed decisions for your sites 
and to maintain your delivery of 
services 

 We bring innovative and high-
level thinking to find workable 
solutions 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW WE CAN SAVE YOUR ENERGY, CONTACT US 
m 0434 194 780     e contact@jcmsolutions.com.au   w www.jcmsolutions.com.au 


